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R.I.P. Cady One; Volunteers “Erase” the Oldest Guzzler System
By Debbie Miller Marschke
Over one year ago, SCBS installed a Raincatcher system in the Cady Mountains, the Cady Too
Big Game Guzzler, not far from the location of our oldest BGG Cady One. The old system served its community
over 40 years, and though still in heavy summertime use, it was worn out. Cady One’s ability to collect enough
water to last throughout the scorching summer was failing. This meant that every year, a volunteer hotshot crew
would need to make one or more water hauls during the most miserable time of the year to keep the animals
supplied with life-sustaining water. With the SCBS volunteer workforce aging and diminishing, we needed a
permanent fix and not a bandaid. Over a weekend in September 2017, Cady Too was constructed placing 3
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Raincatcher style underground tanks and a large hypalon rainmat. We were allowed to use a backhoe to achieve
our success, but part of our agreement with the local BLM office was that SCBS would remove the old Cady One
system as well. Part of the Cady One system was dismantled, but it was the request of our local Department of
Fish and Wildlife biologists to keep Cady One functioning minimally for a while to give the animals a chance to
alter their behavior and start using the new system. On the weekend of October 26 – 28, 2018 , SCBS assembled
volunteers to fulfill our promise to demolish Cady One.

Lets face it – its not easy to be passionate about destroying something that other SCBS members worked
so hard to achieve. Cady One was actually a visually beautiful monument to hard work, stubbornness, and
ingenuity. We have entered a new era; now we have the Desert Protection Act, Wilderness areas, and tons of
bureaucracy. It is exponentially more difficult now to install a BGG than it was 50 years ago. If this means
removing old systems in order to gain permission to install our new and efficient Raincatchers as replacements,
this is a win-win solution. The volunteer crew assembled on Friday at Camp Cady. Thank you Marty Ambrose
for coming out on Friday to help us load up equipment. We were disappointed because we had received word
that our usual backhoe operators were not available. There was some discussion about what a limited crew would
be able to achieve without the assistance of heavy machinery. It was unanimously agreed that some progress was
better than no progress – we would trek out to Cady One and make the most with what we had to work with.
Meanwhile, Gary Thomas had not given up on his efforts to secure a backhoe and operator. The crew had received
a message from Gary that he would be meeting us at the railroad crossing gate near Hector Road on Saturday
morning. The crew did not expect that Gary had come through for us, so when we saw Gary driving towards us
with his backhoe crew following, we all danced a jig! We had the expertise of Diversified Equipment and KT
Enterprise of Barstow, along with their brand new Mini-Excavator. Owner Chuck Thomas had just purchased this
excavator the day before the project and agreed to take on the demolition project. I personally have never felt so
joyful to see a piece of construction machinery ; a beautiful bright yellow mechanical muscle. The scales had
tipped in our favor and now the likelihood of achieving success was clearly attainable.
The advance crew arrived at the work site : Steve Marschke, Debbie Miller Marschke, Andres Reutman,
John Roy, Linda Roy, Mike Morgan, Scott McClinton, and John Voght. Steve and Scott used cutting saws to
sever the galvanized pipes. Steve, being part bighorn sheep himself, could be seen perched on the sides of the
canyon walls cutting the pipes that lead from the check dam collection point. The entire crew loaded up all the
heavy galvanized pipes onto the flatbed trailer behind Big Red. The last remaining water tank was inelegantly
rolled around and loaded into the rear of Big Red. Debbie and Andres removed the small rainmat, which was
partially cemented down, and the mat was peeled out and unceremoniously tossed downhill to be loaded up. Mike
and John V extracted and recovered the drinker box. Debbie deconstructed the monitoring system, taking care to
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keep the parts intact so it can be reused or refurbished. Then, Gary and the Excavator crew caught up. Chuck
Thomas and Kurt Arend did a spectacular job picking the old concrete guzzler apart, their expertise in operating
the equipment was clearly evident. This is a family company, so those skilled men were accompanied by their
wives, it was a respectable show of support. Meanwhile, Steve, Andres, Mike and Kurt had taken the heavy and
awkward jackhammer up the canyon. It was mounted on a two wheel dolly which simply means that it was a
little easier to drag uphill than it was to attempt to carry it. Two gas powered generators were fired up below the
steep rockfall where the collection dam was located. Scott was vigilant in keeping those running, while John V.
kept the jackhammer operators supplied with cold water. Steve, Mike, and Andres had the tedious task of
jackhammering out the concrete collection dam while at the same time keeping vigilance for each other’s safety.

The crew worked hard all day but achieved outstanding results. The last hour or two of work was
spent restoring the habitat and erasing all traces of Cady One. We thought we had completed the project without
a hitch, but the desert is a tricky mistress. John Roy was navigating Big Red and the heavily laden flatbed trailer
(galvanized pipes are very heavy) when he felt something was not right. He was within sight of the railroad tracks
but dead in the water because the trailer had TWO flat tires! The trailer had to be abandoned temporarily. The
rims on both were questionable. The crew returned to Camp Cady where we tried to rustle up more RV spare
tires with the same lug nut pattern. Sunday morning, Steve, Deb, and Scott went into Barstow to get replacement
tires. Then we all backtracked to the lamed trailer, where the tires were changed and the whole rig was hauled
back to Camp Cady. David M’Greene had arrived at Camp Cady and he helped the remainder of the crew unload
the trailer. All the recovered galvanized pipes were re-racked behind the barn where they are available for
recycling someday. I am very proud to report that SCBS has fulfilled their promise to the Barstow BLM office,
and we thank them for their support. Special thanks to Bob Burke, who spearheaded the negotiations and
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background work necessary to attain permission to install the Cady Too system. Cady Too’s tanks were full; the
project is complete.

A Trip to the Castle and Piute Ranges
By Arioch M’greene, Spring Captain Coordinator
As the time I have before I ship myself up to Monterey for College slowly fades away, I knew I wanted
to make one last trip for SCBS, sighting out springs and guzzlers and finding new abandoned places in the desert.
Little did I know that our butts would be kicked every step of the way! It was, as always, a long, brutal drive from
Glendora to the eastern side of the Mojave Preserve, this time being accompanied with the slicing 100-degree
heat. Stopping in Fenner along Goffs Road for our last tank fill-up, we embarked in the night to get a jump start
on the mileage we needed to cover the next day. Looking south, the thunderstorms were ranging on the next
mountain range (there’s some foreboding for you) as we stopped about 2 miles down from Fort Piute. Getting an
early start the next morning, we drove up to Piute Spring, sighting petroglyphs (presumably from the Chemehuevi)
and some battered foundations. Seeing Piute Spring in healthy condition, we embarked south again, as old
government road had recently been washed out, towards the bypass that led us almost directly up the Piute range
mountain side. From there, after a dry MRE for lunch, we continued north up the eastern side of the mountain,
stopping only for a lake that we found. Hiking alongside the lake we spotted hundreds of fox, coyote, deer, and
bighorn footprints, as well as little white and red triops digging themselves into the silt and mud lining the water
level. Mischief ensued however, as the Jeep was catching itself on a gear. Here we thought, “Were screwed!”,
but shifting the car back and forth from reverse, four low, and four all time revealed that the transfer case was just
loaded up, as the car rolled and shifted smoothly soon after. (Bullet dodged). From there we went further north,
up and around a big bend to Hart Mine with roads that screamed they’ve never been used in years. Washed out,
laden with boulders; horrible. Eventually reaching the Guzzler at Hart Mine, we took our notes and continued
our route up roads that slowly, and quite unbelievably, got even worse every mile. Now close to the
Nevada/California border, the left front tire of the jeep hit a boulder lying camouflaged on the side of the road,
bouncing the whole car to the right side of the road, where it has been washed out forming a ledge. I essentially
buried the axles of the jeep. Breaking out the shovel as more thunder-ridden clouds started shouting at us, we
broke the hard soil and was able to dig the thing out. What is that now, the second bullet? Tired from that whole
ordeal (and having to turn around a little after that to try and get to a better road), we found a spot that had a fire
ring and decided to camp there. The next day we had to go further north to Kidney Spring and Guzzler,
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Piute Creek, the creation of Piute Spring

Hart Mine drinker box

Here, the lower part of Jeep is stuck

and the now dry X Spring. If you didn’t think those roads would get any worse, well think again because it got
so bad driving up the canyon to Kidney Guzzler we actually had to stop and hike the rest of the 2 miles. Uphill.
In the opposite of snow, you know, with it being 113 degrees and all. Anyways, we got up there and saw a deer,
the first deer I’ve actually seen inside the preserve, and the poor condition of the guzzler. The plumbing is all
wrong and all three tanks are dry because of it. We might want to wait until winter for that one. After X Spring,
we cut east to the Castle Mountains, stopping at Stagecoach spring, which is now an inaccessible water source,
as it sits three feet down in a well bore hole. Going up from there we had to clear Joshua trees out of the road
towards Malpais and Talc Springs. Talc spring ended up being dry and the two Malpais springs that exist in the
same wash seem to be at their carrying capacity with trees and shrubs, as there is no standing water anywhere and
the trees are starting to yellow. As we hiked up the wash to those two springs the thunder and rain was less than
a mile up the wash from our positions, making me fear for a flash flood because we were essentially walking
towards a desert thunderstorm in a wash with 100-foot walls on either side. That’s definitely the third bullet
we’re up too now! From there we decided to cut the trip short 3 springs because of the storm, the time we had
left in the trip, and the fact that the last three were in wilderness, meaning we would have had a 5-mile hike on
our hands. Making that executive decision, we decided to head out at that time, now going to Goldome Gold
mine off of Ivanpah road to camp because we figure that the abandoned loading bay of the mine would make
excellent cover from the impending doom in the sky.
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Stagecoach Spring

Foreboding storm

Petroglyphs

Lost Exhaust

Kidney Spring

On the way there, the rough trails claimed the last two sections of pipe right off of my exhaust. Something
always breaks when off-roading, and I am glad it was just this this time. Getting to the mine, we decided to
explore the big abandoned building where they mixed the cyanide into the gangue to leach the gold out. We saw
a bright white owl and a rather large hawk, only before spotting a beehive right above us. Stating that there is a
beehive to Africanized bees apparently pisses them off, because right after I hear “Hey, there’s a bee hive, we
better get out of here”, I hear “I’m hit!!”. We ran out, but it was too late as they had already caught whiffs of
whatever pheromone that bee sting leaked out, as one bee divebombed the side of my head only to get tangled in
my hair. Perilously swatting that sucker off of me, I ran a half mile around the entire mine site, tilting my head
back and hearing them still chasing me. I took my shirt off and started to helicopter it behind me as I ran, and I
actually managed to swat them out of the air long enough to get into the car and drive off, with my dad following.
I did not get stung so let’s add a bullet to the pile. We’ve almost got enough for a revolver! That night we slept
FAR away from the mine, down by an abandoned homestead just south of Ivanpah. But it continues! At 1:50
AM, I was rudely woken up by thunder and wind, as now we were finally sitting in the storm. Lightning all
around us, I had to get out and take down the CB antenna and the gas tanks from the roof, as they were the three
tallest things in the desert at the moment. Throwing everything under and in the car as the rain started falling, I
bunkered down back into the Jeep and watched the light show as I fell asleep. The next day everything had
cleared, and we drove to Goodspring’s Pioneer Saloon for lunch, stopped at a couple truck stops for the novelty,
and then headed home. Another- semi- successful trip
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Arioch, Digging a Jeep out

113 degrees!

29 Palms Marine Base “Creosote” Guzzler Project
January 3 – January 6, 2019
SCBS Members and Volunteers, It's time again for our next project. By now you should have received
the email notification. If not, then you need to contact John Nelson and Steve Marschke and have us update your
address. For every project notice Steve Marschke recieves 10 to 20 rejected emails, apparently some of you
change your email address every few months. The dates are Jan 3-6, 2019 and the camp site will be a few miles
south of Amboy. Thursday is a rendezvous day to set up camp, you can arrive anytime. If you are an early riser
come Friday Jan 4th, but you have to be at camp by 7 am or you will miss the caravan. Your second chance is
not until Saturday morning. Dry camping is RV accessible and there will be at least a couple people that plan to
stay in camp as ‘watchdogs’ so you can leave your camp without worry.
This is another project inside the 29 Palms Marine Corp base (our 9 th total and 7th in the past 6 years!) We
will need the usual labor of raking, filling sandbags, stretching the mat and backfilling around the tanks. We will
have a contractor to dig the hole so you will be spared the heavy digging. We will caravan about 18 miles to the
project site, 16 miles on main access roads and the last 2 miles up a broad gravelly wash. The crew will have to
park where there is enough room in the wash for turnarounds and parking and hike about 200 yards to the project.
We expect to get the tanks and mats closer but there won’t be room for everybody’s vehicle to get that close.
We will be entering the base via a backroad and will be spared the tedium of checking in through the main
gate. Nevertheless, you must RSVP to John Roy (johnandlinda@yahoo.com 562-697-7232) so we can get you
on the access list. Even if you plan to stay in camp, we still need an RSVP so we can get a head count for food.
Rodger Lopez will be cooking for the group. The deadline to submit our list of volunteers to the Marine base
was December 20th ; everyone entering the Base needs to pass a Homeland Security check, and the staff at the
Marine base is going to be away during the holidays. If you missed the deadline and you are still interested in
participating, contact John and Linda Roy as we may be able to add a few names at the last minute.
We are holding the exact camping spot, detailed directions, and the camp map as blackmail to get you to RSVP!
This will be our 9th system and the 7th Raincatcher style, inside the base! If you haven't participated in
any of the other projects, this is a great experience to see the DoD's stewardship of the land. Some limited areas
are heavily impacted (read moonscape) but other areas, like where we will be building, have seen very little
disturbance, probably even less than most BLM lands. Overall, I would say there is more protected land that
disturbed land. We were hoping to get this project completed last year but Marine Corp training schedules did not
have sufficient openings during a season that we can work (anyone want to sign up for construction in the
summer?). Now we have a block of the training schedule reserved for our project. Glenn Sudmeier and Steve
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Marschke were scouting November 22-23 and double checked the site since it has been 2.5 years since it was
scouted, selected and staked out. Accessibility is still excellent, both for bighorn sheep and for our work
crew. We are making arrangements for a tractor to do the heavy digging work (like Cady and Lava) but we'll still
need a lot of hand labor to lay pipe, fill sand bags, stretch the mat and cover it with rocks.

We have to have your RSVP with all information so that the Marine base security can do a
background check or they won't let us in. Also, we have to get all the volunteer info into the base before
the holidays. If you aren't on the Department of Defense list, it's a no-go for you. This is crucially
important ! You will not be allowed on the 29 Palms Marine Base if you show up without a security precheck. Again, if you missed the deadline, contact John & Linda Roy to see if we can get you added to the
list. Additionally, be aware that NO DOGS are allowed on the Marine Base. The Base is a live-fire
training theatre with potential hazards, so leave your pets at home unless you have arranged for someone
to stay behind in camp to manage to your dog during the day when you are gone.
We have confirmed that Rodger Lopez will cook for the project. That means you can count on dinner and
breakfast from Thursday night to Saturday night. You only have to bring your lunches, drinks and a breakfast for
Sunday. It looks like we will have a camping spot where a fire will be allowed so if you can bring some firewood,
please do.
We will meet and set up camp on Thursday Jan 3, 2019. Camping will be south of the town of Amboy
for quick access to the base. Camping will be dry but RV accessible. Site directions given once you RSVP.
Friday morning, Jan 4th, we will caravan into the base and to the project site. All vehicles entering the base will
have to have 4x4 to access the project site. If you don't have a 4x4, let us know so we can get accurate head count
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and do our best to arrange rides for everyone. We will return Saturday for a second day of work. Sunday
is held in reserve in case things go slower than normal, but we will most likely be finished Saturday evening.
So here are the particulars that you need to provide John Roy for approval:
1. Full Name
2. Date of Birth
3. Year, make, model, color of your vehicle
4. License plate number and state
RSVP – John or Linda Roy, johnandlindaroy@yahoo.com or 562-697-7232
So far we have had nearly 50 volunteers RSVP. Many hands will make it small work for all!

Vermin BGG Water Haul – August 17 – 19, 2018
By Steve Marschke
The Vermin project was a big success. Thanks to Interior Secretary Zinke, NPS management was
completely involved. NPS road maintenance crew patched up the trail and hauled a temporary tank in to the old
mine site. They plumbed a float valve type drinker to it and had a lot of water in it. DFW crew picked up hoses
and pumpkin from Camp Cady and with NPS and a few volunteers, started laying hose on Friday Aug 17. The
NPS water truck was pushed, pulled and dragged into the project site using the road grader for approx. 4000
gallons to fill pumpkin and temporary tank (partially.)
SCBS crew picked up pumps, tanks and etc. at Camp Cady Friday afternoon and were met by Neal Darby
(NPS) who came to obtain an adapter from NPST to NST. Turns out the park bought several hundred feet of hose
but with NPST (industrial wash down) couplers instead of NST fire hose couplers. Luckily we had just what
was needed.
Crews met in Baker Sat and caravanned to site from north entrance with water. DFW was already at site
as were some NPS people. The pumpkin was full. Some time was lost reconnecting the mismatched hoses, then
pumping commenced with SCBS’s WaterAx pump. The outlet fitting of pumpkin had not had hose attached when
filled and fitting was not accessible so we had to use a siphon hose from top, slowing things down a bit when
starting. All 3 tanks were filled completely to top for approx. 6000 gallons. Some remainder was put into the
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temporary tank. Progress stalled in mid afternoon as the NPS crew that attempted to retrieve the road grader got
their plow equipped 1 ton truck stuck in the middle of the trail. A few volunteers with water tanks made it around
but the ground was very soft and impeded travel greatly. We did not finish pumping until late afternoon and
decided to return Sunday to roll up the hoses.
On the way out, the last few volunteers and Neal encountered the NPS road crew with another 1 ton truck
attempting to unstick their plow truck using a chain. They were unsuccessful. Both trucks were heavy and had
narrow dually street tread tires. We dug the sand from behind the tires and Steve pulled out the plow truck with
a strap. Then Steve changed the flat tire on the plow truck as NPS had no jack and no lug wrench. Their spare
had no air and I pumped that up also. Trucks then got stuck rather quickly but Neal said to go on. We eventually
made it to our road guard near Baker. Some folks went home. A small contingent headed to “Helicopter” camp
near Old Dad Mtn. for the night. We met the NPS crew (with both trucks) at the old ATT cable road where it
intersects Kelbaker Road so there were able to get out eventually.
Sunday we returned to roll up all of the hoses and pumpkin.
Paige Prentice, DFW, emailed the crew on 8-28-18 “ I just wanted to thank you all (and all the other volunteers
and helpers) for all of the hard work, coordination and effort it took to get 6000 gallons of water pumped into
Vermin! I know it was no easy feat, well done!
“Misery Index” –submitted a few days after the Vermin Project by participant John Roy:
You don't know how miserable you are until you quantify it:
Sitting with the stalled truck on Saturday August 18 —117 degrees
Frank & Linda report at 4 O'clock—113 degrees
Camp Cady—112 degrees
Hay shed—115 degrees
Barstow at 3:00—110 degrees

In Memory of Le Hayes, Life Member, passed on 8-3-18
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A note from Glen Rice, SCBS member:
Some members may not know of a book by Louis L'amour entitled "Callaghen" 1972. I think Gary Thomas put
me on to it. It's fiction but takes place starting with Camp Cady in the late 1800s. He mentions landmarks like
Cima Dome ,Marl Springs, Mojave Rd. and Mexican Water Springs and others. Anyone who has visited these
sites during Sheep Projects would enjoy reading about them from a historical standpoint. I will send more
about my experience at the latter. Particularly the part about extracting a decomposing cow carcass from a
shallow mine shaft close to the springs. Should be a mandatory initiation for all new members. Not very
pleasant. ~~ Glen Rice

EMAIL : If you would like to have the Newsletter sent by e-mail let Bob Burke know at
cameracoordinator@sheepsociety.com ( not only does this save postage and paper, it’s in color). You can still
get a paper copy via regular mail.
WEBSITE : Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep is on-line ~
sheepsociety.com

2017 SCBS Board of Directors
Robert Burke
Tony Cimarusti
Jeff Crouse
Stevan Hart
Jennifer Hinojosa
Mark LeCompte
Norm Lopez
Terry Anderson

760-617-9261
714-538-7708
760-680-9819
714-323-4843
760-246-3115
661-904-3408
805-431-2824
760-408-7118

Steve Marschke
John Maney
John Nelson
George Sutton
Glenn Sudmeier
Gary Thomas
Dave Smith
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310-543-1862
714-269-9028
661-713-5983
714-870-6301
760-389-2498
951-206-6410
760-617-3291

Monthly Meeting
The SCBS Board of Directors meets at about 6:00 p.m. on the 2 nd Tuesday of each month in the conference
room at Bass Pro Shops, 7777 Victoria Gardens Lane, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730. You are invited to
attend any and all board meetings, to bring a friend, to visit, and, hopefully, to participate

To do List for Waterhole Projects/Hotshot Crews
Now that the summer heat has left, we have our best opportunity to get out in the field and tackle the projects
that need to be accomplished. It’s “Desert Habitat Maintenance” season. Here are the current lists of areas that
need our attention:
Burnt Spring – need to place the memorial plaque, Steve Marschke has the plaque. We have not been able to
schedule a date with Bob Wood Family, so we should consider moving forward.
Bearclaw – monitor old system, install rainmat for the replacement tank?
Newberry – replace old system with new style in ground tank
From Paige Prentice (DFW) as of 10-1-18 (check for updates):
Mountain
Range
Dead Mtns

Water Source

Sacramento
Mtns
ODKM

Red Rocks Guzzler

Kingston

Tecopa/Crystal
Springs

Iron Mtns

Lutz Drinker

Ord Mtn

Willis Well

Ord Mtn

Sweetwater Spring

Old Womans

Dripping Springs

Eagle Feather Tank

Vermin

Work That Needs To Be
Done
Dig out dam
Overgrown, drinker dry for
unknown reasons
9/27/17 Rick noted that
the lower intake pipe is
smashed, filter doesn't
connect well
Fencing needs to be
repaired so cows don't use
water source. Piping
needs to be fixed,
cemented box needs to be
recemented.
Dam needs to be really
dug out. This is the
assumed reason water is
not collecting in the tank.
Hole with water at the
bottom. Carlos really,
really wants to rebuild this
for sheep use.
Vegetation needs to be
cut away. Technically
owned by some mine
company. This is Carlos's
suggestion.
Vegetation needs to be
cut back in order to
encourage bighorn use
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Notes

Upper intake pipe should
still be functional
A significant amount of
work needs to be done,
but this could potentially
be super useful for the
sheep population.

Marble Mtns

Castle Mine

dig out johnson screen
and spring box
build cover for spring box

Clipper

Chuckwalla Spring

Cady

Big Gees

repair 2 inch collection,
haul away old tank

Clark Mtn

Bicket Landells

haul away old parabolic
trash

Granite Mtns

Weavernoy

S.Bristol

Miller Cabin

install Raincatcher tank for
more storage
build cover for water inlet

Orocopias

Agua Aguayo

Probably best to reroute
slightly to side of channel
to prevent heaviest flow
from impacting directly
on pipe.
pieces are cut up and
stacked near drinker,
was staged for helicopter

Broken 6” ABS pipe at
inlet, needs to be replaced

California Department of Fish and Wildlife Fall Bighorn Sheep Capture:
Helicopters Are Flying Again
The DFW is finally back up in the air and performed some valuable work this fall. Paige Prentice sent us a brief
field status report every day of the Fall capture, it looks like they enjoyed much success October 28 –
Nov 7, 2018:
Sunday October 28 - We had a great first day of captures. We collared three ewes in the Newberry/Ord
complex and another three ewes in the Cady Mountains.
Monday Oct. 29 - Great weather today. We were able to get 3 rams in the Marbles and 1 ewe & 4 rams in the S.
Bristols.
Tuesday October 30- A big thanks to everyone that showed up today! Unfortunately, capture was called off due
to high winds
Wednesday Oct 31-Despite wind in the morning, we had a very successful day of captures—7 animals in the
North Bristols and another 5 in the Cady Mtns.
Thursday Nov 1 - Another great day. We met all of our target numbers and distributions ! We started with 2
ewes in the Cady Mtns, followed by 5 ewes and 2 rams in the S. Sodas, and then 2 rams and 2 ewes in the
Indian Spring/Cane Spring area. A huge thanks to everyone that came out to help at Zzyzx today!
Friday Nov 2 - We were able to get 7 animals in the Granite/Eastern N. Bristols today. Tomorrow is our “no fly
day.”
Sunday Nov 4 - Today we collared 5 in the Avawatz and 4 on Clark Mountain.
Monday Nov 5- Today we collared 8 in the Piute/Castle Mtns and 1 in Clark Mtn. We will be in the Nopah
Range tomorrow.
Tuesday Nov 6 - Today we were able to collar 1 ram and 5 ewes in the Nopah Range.
Tomorrow is our last day of desert bighorn captures, we will be working in Death Valley National Park and
focusing in the southern Panamint Mountains.
Wednesday, Nov 7- A huge thank you to all of the folks that helped make this round of captures such a success.
It was truly a team effort.
On our last day we were able to capture 4 DBS in the southern Panamint and 5 in the Black Mountains of Death
Valley.
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San Gabriel Census
Come on out and help SCBS, DFW and USFS count the bighorn in the San Gabriel Mountains. There are
several different locations and they range in difficulty from parking lot sitting to severe hiking and scrambling.
The date is Sunday March 3. Jeff Villepique (DFW) informs me that they have a helicopter contract in place for
this year. Orientation will be at the Arcadia Forest Service headquarters on Saturday evening with USFS camping
available at Applewhite campground above the village of Lytle Creek. Please watch the website to get more
information about the available trails and to sign up; it should be updated soon: http://www.sangabrielbighorn.org

Annual meeting
This will be Sunday Feb 10th 2019 at Bass Pro, Rancho Cucamonga. We’ll start with a meet and greet
and social time at 11. This will be your last chance to renew your membership before voting. We would prefer
that you renew in advance as that will make fewer last minutes quorum updates for our Membership Chair and
Secretary to coordinate. We’ll have lunch provided by BassPro at noon followed by the business meeting where
we’ll review our activities for 2018 and elect a Board of Directors. We have several incumbents running but
don’t let that stop you from volunteering, new ideas are welcome and a little competition never hurt anybody.
Who knows, we might have some that would be willing to take a hiatus if they know someone else will fill their
place. If you would like to be nominated, please contact Steve or Jenny so we can get your name on the ballot.

Cushenbury Herd Update
Jennifer Hinojosa reports that the Cushenbury Bighorn Collaboration is back together again. This group
is composed mainly of the limestone mining companies (OMYA, Mitsubishi, Specialty Minerals) and DFW. It
seems that the mines are building their plans for the next 100 years or so. Funding is expected to be included for
bighorn conservation projects in the area.

Donation
Many thanks to Kori Kaufman. She sent in a donation in memory of Butch Wolfe. Butch was a lover of
California wildlife and the outdoors, he passed away in May. Butch’s daughter Pati is a close friend of Kori’s.
Butch and his brother Tom have helped out in many of our past projects. Our condolences to Butch’s family.
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THE SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP
A California Non-Profit Organization is looking for:
Sportsmen and Conservationists who are concerned about our California Desert Bighorn sheep and who are willing to get involved to
make a difference. Be a part of history with our program to put bighorn sheep back in their historical ranges. The Society works with
the California Department of Fish and Game and the Bureau of Land Management in programs such as: sheep transplanting and
propagation; habitat improvement; wildlife census; research and development; and many more. If this sounds exciting and fulfilling to
you, then fill out the following application and join the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep today! Check our website at:

www.desertbighorn.org
**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP
Attn: SCBS Membership Chairman John Nelson
24925 Chicory Ct.
Stevenson Ranch, CA 91381
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______________
Phone: (H) _________________________

(W) _____________________________

E-Mail Address (Optional): _______________________________________________
Make checks payable to: SCBS
Annual ………………$35.00/Year New _____ Renewal _____
Student (Full Time). $20.00/Year New _____
Life ………………….$300.00

New _____

Renewal _____
___option:3 Qtrly Pmt of ($100.00)

Corporate ………….$1000.00/Year
Enclosed is my Tax Deductible check for $_______ which includes my contribution of $________ to help you
support desert wildlife.
Please send me information on the Society’s desert water projects. Yes ___ No ____
Where did you hear about SCBS? __________________________________________
SCBS Sponsor: _________________________________________________________
************************************************************************
Application Received: ______
Funding Received: _______
Voted In: ______

Member Card Sent: _______
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